We present a new way to formulate the geometry of the Cosmic Web in terms of Lagrangian space. The Adhesion model has an ingenious geometric interpretation out of which the spine of the Cosmic Web emerges naturally. Within this context we demonstrate a deep connection of the relation between Eulerian and Lagrangian space with that between Voronoi and Delaunay tessellations.
Introduction
The Cosmic Web is the largest known structure in the Universe. It is seen in both observations 1 and simulations. 2 The Adhesion model 3-5 provides a heuristic model describing both the intricate geometry of the Cosmic Web, and the non-local nature of its dynamics. Before shell crossing occurs, Adhesion follows the Zel'dovich approximation
describing the motion of a particle labeled q in comoving coordinates as having a constant comoving velocity v = ∂x/∂D + = −∇ q Φ. The Adhesion model adds a viscosity term to this recipe, emulating the adhesive effects of gravity, preventing shell-crossing from ever taking place. The resulting equation of motion is known as Burgers' equation
In the limit where ν → 0, it has the exact solution
This solution gives us not only the potential at some growing-mode time D + , but also the mapping from Eulerian coordinates x ∈ E to Lagrangian coordinates q ∈ L, as the Lagrangian coordinate where the maximum is attained.
Weighted Voronoi diagrams
We found expression (3) to be identical to that of the weighted Voronoi diagram of the set of points q, weighted by the value of the velocity potential. 8 The weighted The green arrows show the motion internal to the structure. A wall is a flattened structure, where locally the mass originates from a line-like region. A filament is elongated, however each part of the filament was originally distributed as a sheet. The cluster has collapsed from three directions.
Voronoi cell of a point q ∈ L is given by
The physical interpretation of this expression is that the Voronoi cell gives us the Eulerian region of space a parcel of matter occupies. If we invert this relation, we find that the Delaunay triangulation, being the dual of the Voronoi diagram tells us where the matter around an Eulerian location came from. Describing cosmic structures in this way, allows us to trace their formation and change in topology over time.
Evolution of the Cosmic Web
We can find the walls of the web structure as edge-like objects in Lagrangian space, whereas filaments have a flattened signature. Clusters, being the most massive concentrations of matter are therefore most extended in Lagrangian space. Looking at figure 2, we see voids growing to compress their weaker neighbours, while their area in Lagrangian space shrinks as matter flows into the walls and filaments bounding the voids. 
